


PROJECT SYNOPSISPROJECT SYNOPSIS    

Nicole was raised on tarot card readings, metaphysics, and reaching other realms through mediation, but 

didn’t realize the risks. When her Mother's spirit gets trapped by a demon during a guided mediation with 

Nicole and her sister, it causes her physical body to die in the real world. Nicole's husband Dave does not 

believe in the spirit world. But Nicole is determined to use her psychic skills to reach her mother's spirit to 

find out what really happened with or without Dave's approval.  

Maggie, the daughter of Dave and Nicole is only six years old. She has the same gift her grandmother did, 

the ability to astral travel at will. In the process, she makes a demon friend. The Demon gains Maggie trust. 

Her new friend leads her spirit out of her house into the realm of demons, monsters, and disgruntled spirits. 

Her connection to her physical body grows thinner, until it snaps. Now panicked and frightened, Maggie is 

trapped. She is unable to communicate with her mother. Maggie's body now houses an evil entity.  

Eager to live in a human host, the Demon can’t control the evil that drives it. Nicole starts to see the changes 

in Maggie, recognizing her daughter's spirit isn’t in there. She confronts the Demon, who has no problem 

showing their true self. The Demon wants to make a deal with Nicole. She must give up her soul and leave 

her body or find another human to sacrifice to them so Maggie can return to her body and live. Nicole has a 

choice to make.    

Nicole has to save her daughter. Ultimately she chooses to sacrifice the non-believer Dave. The Demon gets 

to live on in Dave’s body, driving his truck away in to the sunset. Leaving us with another story to tell. 

THE DEMON DAUGHTERTHE DEMON DAUGHTER  
Your Sweet Little Girl Has been Replaced.  You’re Next.  Your Sweet Little Girl Has been Replaced.  You’re Next.    
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PROJECT OVERVIEWPROJECT OVERVIEW  

• Budgeted at 1.7 Million  

• Feature Film 

• Horror/Psychological  

• Self-contained/Small Cast 

ONE mother must 

make the ultimate 

sacrifice when 

fighting to free 

her daughter from 

the demon  

possessing her 
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